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KARACHI: Whenever Hercules cut off one of Hydra’s heads, two more grew in its
place, so that it became stronger than before. One can be forgiven for being
reminded of the mythical Hydra when looking at artist Naiza Khan’s artistic talents -
whenever you think her range has �nally been depleted, it comes back stronger than
ever. To dabble in more mythology, she seems to be blessed with the touch of King
Midas. 

Giving weight: Celebrate chaos and mischief with Naiza Khan through
a myriad of mediums
The artist’s exhibition, titled ‘The Weight of Things’ goes up at Koel Gallery.

‘Small creatures glowing in the dark’ has an old map of Karachi. PHOTO COURTESY: KOEL GALLERY
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A standstill from a video 'Homage', where Khan painted pieces of broken furniture
surrounded by rubble. Photo courtesy: Koel Gallery 

Movies, check. Photographs, check. Sculptures, check. Paintings, check. Charcoal
sketches, check. Poetry, check. Khan, in her most recent exhibition ‘The Weight of
Things’ at the Koel Gallery, is just short of grabbing a guitar and playing a mean solo
while tap-dancing as she managed to inspire and mesmerise in equal measures
through almost every other artistic medium imaginable. 

The works 

If you look at her painting ‘How We Mark the Land Becomes Part of its History’, you can
easily miss the ‘k’ in ‘mark’, so that it reads: ‘How we mar the land becomes part of its
history’. Considering Khan’s sheer genius, this might be a deliberate ploy to give her
painting the most apt title. If you start at the bottom, the sketch portrays a tent and the
sea, followed by lines of blurred text and �nally a city landscape. The text seems to be
the countless stories of this city and how they have marked and marred the city and
changed it from serene to sprawling, from being calm to being calculated. 

‘Building Terrain’ is from Naiza Khan’s photography collection and shows the stark
contrast between two of her photos. Photo courtesy: Koel Gallery 

Clearly an artist who is just as gifted with the pen as she is with the brush, her painting
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‘Small Creatures Glowing in the Dark’ was a fan favourite - not only for the beautiful
name but also for the text inside it. The painting has the word ‘Kurrachee’ written in
bold at the top, followed by ‘Small creatures glowing in the dark before the lights go
out’ written twice. The small creatures seem to be the people of Karachi but ‘dark’ and
‘light’ can be interpreted in a multitude of ways - from the literal to the proverbial.
Former artist Paro Alam looked at the painting with fondness. “This gives me a feeling
that I belong to this city,” she said with a smile. 

‘How we mark the land becomes part of its history’ is a charcoal painting that shows
the change in Karachi through the years. Photo courtesy: Koel Gallery 

Khan claimed that her work ‘Constellations Adrift’ was her personal favourite. “This
piece includes nearly 225 separately carved brass items,” she told The Express Tribune.
“I had to personally sit with a welder to make them.” She explained it has a sense of
disruption, it has clusters inside of it and the work is disjointed. 

A mischievous twinkle �ashed across her eyes when she used the word ‘disruption’, as
if chaos was her favourite theme. And it was apparent in her works. The blurred lines
on the painting, the wiped out stories of her sketch, the broken boats in her photo -
every work highlighted and celebrated the lack of a pattern. 

The disruption is, however, best seen in her video ‘Homage’. Khan paints a piece of
broken furniture in the ‘ruins’ of Manora. Amidst the rubble, the bright blue pieces of
broken wood highlight the disruption of the area around it as much as they highlight the
�ashy paint job. 

Khan manages to capture the city in her work - she captures its anarchy and turns it
into art. 

And the crowd goes wild 

A Mughal lamp burned at the entrance, a man with a ponytail smoked a cigarette while
leaning on a table, soft music played in the background - one could somehow sense
that most people at the gallery were artists or at the very least fancied themselves as
one. However, it was just as important to take the opinion of the layman as it was of the
artisans. 
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“This reminds me of a Beatles song,” said architect Shahid Khan before almost bursting
into song. “I’d like to be under the sea in an octopus’ garden, in the shade.” The picture
he was pointing at ‘An Invisible Landscape Conditions the Visible One’ had an octopus
in the corner in a heap of garbage. 

“I would not put any of these in my house,” said a girl, who refused to tell her name
after being told that she might be quoted for what she had just said. “I am sure these
paintings have some sort of aesthetic value but I just don’t see it. They are all so
confusing.” 

Published in The Express Tribune, January 25 , 2014.
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